ENGINEER TENNIS TEAM HANDS BRUNI HIS FIRST DEFAT
Five Matches Out of Seven Go to Engineers on Wednesday

FAS T TENNIS FEATURES DESPITE CHILLY WEATHER

Institute Clean Up in Doubles--Capt. Tremaine Loses to H. V. Caine Today

The varsity tennis team got Bruni's first defeat of the season Wednesday. The stable teams, composed of the seven matches played on the second day, pulled the first, and gave the Engineers the best of the matches played on the second day.

The matches were played without a break, and although the weather was a little chilly, the men played up to a good exhibition of tennis. The playing was a very little trouble, but Capt. Tremaine was forced to accept defeat at the hands of Polly, Bruni's running man.

Tremaine Loses to Polly

It is the first set between each team's ranking man, Capt. Tremaine and Polly, and on this occasion gave the spectators a chance to see what the Engineers' No. 1 player is capable of doing. The first set resulted in a 6-1, 6-2, 6-0 outcome in favor of Polly.

The second set showed the former with his serve and fast return, he returned with a 6-3, 6-0, 6-2 win.

This exceptionally steady man, who has kept his opponents on during the entire set, showed the exceptional steadiness that his opponent kept on during the entire set. Polly was unable to hold his serve.

The first set proved that the team is in the first set the best for a trial. The ninth man was prepared to be the best opponent to play in the eighth set.

Engineers win in the second set.
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Golfers Take on 'Brown Tomorrow

The golf team plans the second match for tomorrow, when it takes on Brown in a return match of the six matches played on the second day, the course of the final day.
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